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PROFILE:

With the AMETHYST programme, EADS Astrium is continuing a long and successful
history in the development of geomobile satellite systems, since it has participated in
the development of all of the generations of Inmarsat satellites (Marecs, Inmarsat-2,
Inmarsat-3) and is now the Prime Contractor for the Inmarsat-4 satellites.

One the key challenges of geomobile system design consists of providing ever-
increasing bit-rate performances to mobile users equipped with lightweight terminals.
This progress has been permitted in the past thanks to the parallel evolution of satellite
technologies and transmission techniques. Based on this guideline, the AMETHYST
programme was initiated in 2003 to prepare the foundations for the next generation of
geomobile systems.

AMETHYST Phase-0 (2003) aimed to capture initial operators’ requirements and
identify associated system design drivers with respect to existing products, and to
perform system-level analysis. 

AMETHYST Phase-1A (2004-2005) is a sub-project dedicated to the system and design
analysis of Geomobile Networks, aiming at the integration of Satellite Networks with
Ancillary Terrestrial Component Systems that will allow the use of new types of
satellite-enabled mobile terminals based on the terrestrial standards. The project is
focused on system analysis, satellite and payload analysis and consolidation of the
telecom ground infrastructure. The key purpose of Phase-1A is to devise and then
validate new system architectures based on an analysis of present and future satellite-
technology limitations.

AMETHYST Phase-1B (2004-2005) is a feasibility study focussing on adaptation of the
Inmarsat-4 spacecraft design to offer high-performance services in the L-band extension
decided at the WRC-03 conference. The AMETHYST project has been extended with
new activities dedicated to analysing GBBFT (Ground Based Beam Forming
Frequencies).
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